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Camping la easentially a folkway of urban civilization.
In the United States camping haa been most markedly woven
into the pattern of social life, A variety of factors have
contributed to its development: the persistence of the
traditions and impulses of the pioneer period, the presence
of large areas of unused land, the looseness of family ties,
and the need for new groupings with vital group interests.
The Impetus to the founding of the earliest organized
camp in this country was afforded by the boys' and girls'
club movement of the late nineteenth century,^
For many years, camping was essentially a recreational
and educational project for youth. Children were selected
for camp because of extreme poverty or undernourishment, and
the camp experience was evaluated in terms of the number
sent, skills learned, and the pounds gained. However, the
emphasis has changed. No longer are children sent to
camp merely to gain pounds or learn skills. Of greater
Importance today are the problems of human relationships,
and the realization of camp as an institution which is
^Henry M, Busch, "Camping," ^cyclopedia of the Social
Sciences, III (New York, 1930), 168,
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almost indispensable to the mental, as well as physical health
of urban youth.^
Camps were established rapidly after 1872, (the date when
the first camp In the United States was organized), by schools,
churches, private Individuals, and welfare organizations.
Ward Manor Camp is an example of the latter. It was founded in
the early 1900's by Community Service Society as their first
agency camp for children. In the succeeding thirty-two years,
the program has been enlarged and the philosophy broadened to
meet the demands of a changing society.
In recent years. Community Service Society caseworkers
and nurses have shown an increasing Interest in the agency's
camping program as it relates to total agency function, and to
the kinds of camp resources which would seem most appropriately
to meet specific needs of the clientele.
Through district staff discussions within the past year,
a general policy has been agreed upon by the majority of
caseworkers and nurses in the use of Community Service
Society camps; for example, (a) that they shall serve
children who are known to the agency and are receiving
service either directly in a supportive, treatment or educa¬
tional relationship, or indirectly through service to the
parents, (b) that camp for these children shall be a con¬
sidered part of the total service given, and (c) that the
camps shall be equipped to provide these children with
positive, constructive opportunities for socialization and
individual growth, to be realized to the extent that the
child is able to make use of the opportunities offered.^
^Ibid.
^Ward Manor Girls Camp and C.S.S. Boys Camp (Community
Service Society Publication) May, 1948, p. 1.
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The Purpose of This Study
The purposes of this study were as follows:
!• To describe the program at Ward Manor Camp, for
the period of July and August, 19^8, In terms of
administrative personnel, camper selection, and
physical plan.
2, To study the available etiological factors In the
life histories of ten adolescent campers.
3. To evaluate the treatment of problems by the social
case worker, and camper adjustment, in light of
basic case work principles.
The Scope of This Study
This study included ten adolescent girls who attended
Ward Manor Camp for Girls between July and August, 1948, and
who manifested some difficulty of adjustment which was
treated by the social case worker. The term social case
worker is used to describe professionally trained social
workers, as well as those student employees who functioned as
a part of the therapeutic environment, using a medium of
relationship for effecting adjustment. The student employees
received close supervision from the professional social
workers. Although these thusly defined social case workers
made their greatest contribution In offering social case
work treatment to the campers, they did have other
responsibilities falling in the realm of the stereotype camp
counselor. To avoid confusion, the title counselor will be
used throughout this thesis to refer to those In this social
worker-counselor role.
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The insufficiently detailed case histories In some
Instances, and the writer's inability to interview the campers,
placed certain limitations on this study*
Method of Procedure
The procedure entailed interviews with camp personnel,
analysis of case records, and reviews of personal experiences
as a member of the staff. Case records include referral
reports and camp reports.
No dominant principle or set of criteria determined the
selection of campers for this study. The cases represent
girls with different behavior difficulties.
Available literature on the subject was read.
CHAPTER II
PHILOSOPHY, PLAN AND PERSONNEL
Underlying Philosophy of the Camp
Ward Manor Camp is one of the many services ofierea by
the Community Service Society to the inhabitants of Manhattan,
Bronx and Queens Boroughs, in Now York City* It was
established mainly for the purpose of furnishing a healthful
vacation for children who otherwise would not have such, and
at a time when camps were valued primarily as a refuge from
the hot, city streets* With the ensuing years, many aspects
of the agency's program have changed, including the philosophy
of Ward Manor Camp*
In studying any agency's program, some consideration must
be given its philosophy* Such questions arise as, what is
the policy? Who or what is used as a guide? How far advanced
is the way of thinking? What are the basic concepts and their
implications? Although the author has been unable to find
an authorized written account of the camp's philosophy, the
above questions can be answered on the basis of the camp's
everyday practices. Of course, the ideals were not constantly,
unerringly practiced, tut at least they were clearly defined
and kept continuously as a challenge*
Probably the most important part of the camp's philosophy
was what might be called the Individualization approach*
"Social case work's method always has been based on an
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assumption of individual difference, and its primary objective
has been to help people in terms of their individualities."^
In spite of the fact that carapins is a group situation where
the "good of the greatest number" is Important, Ward Manor
Camp accepted the social case work philosophy and was
primarily concerned with each child - her needs, abilities, and
interests. There was no hard and fast routine, except for the
inevitable framework of rising, eating, going to bed, etc; no
set outline of ground to be covered. The camp's activities
were chosen and planned in terms of what they meant to the
child - a chance to have fun, to learn new skills, to have new
experiences, to develop new attitudes, and to relate to people
in new and better ways. One author has said that the group
exists for the individual - never is the individual the tool of
the group. The end is the Individual growth. The group serves
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as a socializing agency and as a means of personal development*
This was the type of thinking behind the camp's Individualiza¬
tion approach*
Closely connected with the individualization approach was
the idea of democratic participation. "It is safe to say that
organized camping surpasses all other situations in which
^Charlotte Towle, "Psychoanalytic Orientation in Family
Case Work," ibnerican Journal of Orthopsychiatry. XIII
(January, 1943)* 12.
^Bernice Baxter, Group Experience the Democratic Way
(New York, 1943)* p. 55*
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youth can experience directly the actual processes of
democracy*”^
In a democracy, each individual is of worth and is to
be treated so that he will develop to his fullest
potential, both for the value of his own life and for
that service which he may render to society* In a
democracy the individual la not lost in the group nor is
he sacrificed to the group* Thfl individuality of each is
enhamced by cooperative action*^
At Ward Manor, each child was encouraged to express her
ideas and feelings, knowing that her contribution was really
wanted, valued and respected. Only by being afforded an equal
opportunity for the maximum development of her capacities, can
each individual child make her best contribution to the group*^
Another aspect of the philosophy of Ward Manor Camp was
that camp should offer the children a happy vacation* In an
interview, the director stated this as one of the foremost
goals*^
At camp, more than in any other place, there is a
strong emphasis upon and direct effort toward creating
an atmosphere in which children will be happy* An
atmosphere of cordial and sincerely offered friendship
^Frederick H. Lewis, "Prom the Tribune Fresh Air Fund
Camps: An Analysis of Intra-Camp Relationships," The Nervous
Child. VI (April, IW), 184*
^Bernice Baxter, op* cit*. p* xll. Preface*
^J. Kenneth Doherty, Solvinp; Camp Behavior Problems
(New York, 194?)» P. 8*
^Interview with Jean Wren, Director, Ward Manor Girls
Camp, New York, N. Y., December 22, 1948*
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Is a characteristic of any good camp* Camp is assumed to he
a place where people have fun, and the least frivolous
critic would say that camp failed in its purpose if it did
not meet this criterion. Such an emotional climate is a
healthy one for relaxation, for learning, and for
successful inter-personal relationships,^
The question of discipline was still another issue about
which the camp authorities had a very definite policy. Much
of their thinking here, as in other areas, was based on that
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of Fritz Redl, When discussing the philosophy of the camp,
the director said that it was "based on that of Fritz Redl,
but our techniques and practices are not as far advanced, or
well developed,
Dr. Redl, noted group therapist, has offered many helpful
suggestions for handling problem behavior; these were often
used as guldeposts by the staff at Ward Manor Camp, Treatment
Involving physical punishment was considered no treatment at
all and was never used. Also, depriving the camper of food or
physical comforts was disapproved. How, then, was discipline
effected? No one technique was used. Affection and attention
were tried, plus Interpretation to the camper, and attack at
the motivating patterns that produced behavior. If these did
not work, such things as Ignoring the behavior, appealing to
^Ramona Backus, "Where the New Camping Tasks Begin,"
The Nervous Child. VI (April, 1947), 134.
^Frltz Redl, Professor of Group Work, Wayne University,
Detroit, Michigan,
5Jean Wren, op, clt
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something within the child, or removal from the situation were
applied* Whichever technique was tried, the staff was urged to
give evidence of personal acceptance. In speaking of hehavlor
problems at camp and discipline, Wittenberg said the following:
We regress to earlier stages of behavior under certain
pressure* Such regressions have unconscious motivations
and cannot be controlled solely by good Intentions or will
power* Therefore, appeals to discipline, threats of
punishment, or promises of rewards only serve to accentuate
the already existing conflict, feeling or insecurity,^
In any team activity, such as baseball, track meets, the
aim was the pleasure in the activity itself, rather than the
competitive aspects* Awards and prizes were not given*
When one unit was the first to complete a treasure hunt, for
example, the "treasure” consisted of candies for the entire
camp, to be given out by the winning unit. The only "awards"
given were Red Cross certificates for completion of specific
swimming tests* Those campers unable to complete such tests
were given special V^ard Manor Cards designating Improvement
in swimming skills,^
Schools, although they use varying types of criteria,
necessarily stress accomplishment, progress, success and
failure, and the children are constantly aware of these
ratings* The camp, too, sees a child learning.
^Rudolph M* Wittenberg, So You Want to Help People
(New York, 194?), P* 140,
^Ward Manor Girls Camp and C*S«S, Boys Camp (Community
Service Society Publication), May, 1948, p* 3,
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accomplishing, or failing, hut there are usually few
concrete evidences of such success or failure and the child,
who at school feels the constant strain of the necessity
to excel or even to do as well as others, may he free of
that pressure at camp,...Even such devices as awards are
being used much less than in the past, A child learns to
swim not to win a badge, but because it is fun to swim and
more fun if you swim as well as you can. He even learns to
pick up and put away his-clothes, not because he gets a
row of stars on a chart, but because when eight boys live
in one room the place is a mess if each one doesn't keep
his belongings in order and perhaps even because it is
fun to clean up your cabin when everyone does it and you
can talk and Joke while you work,^
Lastly, tut certainly one of the most dynamic features
of the underlying philosophy of the camp, was the stand for
racial and religious equality, Joshua Lieberman, in his
extensive work with camps, found that "growth of social
idealism was rarely due to verbal Influences, but came rather
mP
as a result of enlarged experience and contacts. The
administrators of Ward Manor Camp selected counselors with
this in view, and made a conscious attempt at heterogeneous
groupings. The genuine friendliness of the Staff, without
regard for racial or religious differences, was instrumental
in impressing upon the campers this democratic principle.
Real attitudes rather than expressed beliefs were communicated
to the children,
A statement made by the camp director gives evidence of
a changing, growing philosophy. She said that the present
^Ramona Backus, op, cit,, p. 131 •




An inquiring, critical approach to camping, both from
the point of view of what it has to offer, in and of itself,
and what it can and should offer to the particular children
coming to the attention of the agency#^
Physical Plan of the Camp
Ward Manor Camp for girls was located near Red Hook, New
York, one hundred miles north of New York City, on the east
of the Hudson river. It is difficult to describe the size of
camp site, since the campers had access to the entire 1000-acre
estate of V/ard Manor, which served as residence, vacation, and
convalescent facilities for varying age groups. All of these
services were under the auspices of Community Service Society,
In addition to lawns, fields and woods, the camp site included
volley-ball, baseball and archery fields, swings, tennis and
badminton courts, and a swimming pool.
Camper capacity was eighty-five for each of the two month
sessions of July and August,
The camp was divided into three sections, according to
age. The divisions for the youngest age group, from eight to
nine years, was called White House, G-irls of the ages ten to
twelve lived in the section called Greybams, The oldest girls,
of ages thirteen to fourteen were referred to as Homesteaders,
It is this group with which the author is concerned.
The total camp operated on a unit basis, with each
1Jean Wren, op, cit,
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counselor directly responsible for a unit of from five to six
girls. In grouping the units, age, nationality, race, and
personality needs as gleaned from referral source summaries
were considered.
The latter Is of particular importance In the selection
of, hopefully, an harmonious group, with expected
participation and withdrawal, prestige patterns,
homogeneity of activity and personal Interests, etc.
Racial and nationality background Is Important to the
extent that each unit is planned to have a heterogeneous
and nationality composition,^
Of real import was the fact that not only was the child's
chronological age considered in grouping but also her
emotional and social development. Fritz Redl, In his extensive
work with groups, has set up a criteria for grouping children
into units that will "click". This list Included developmental
phase, play tastes, personality tastes, types of disturbance,
previous group formation, individual case histories, background
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sensitivities, race prejudice, and sophistication level.
It is safe to say that all of these criteria were taken into
account in the process of grouping the campers at Ward Manor.
The composition of the group was detennined by the director
and her assistant. Changes within a unit were made possible
after careful consideration by camper, counselor, and director.
^Ward Manor Girls Camp and C. S. S. Boys Camp, op, cit..
p. 2.
^Lecture by Fritz Redl, Professor of Group Work, Wayne
University, Detroit, Michigan, May, 19^2,
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The campers belonging to the pioneer unit of Homestead
lived in army tents, with their counselors living in
adjoining tents. The Homestead building had a recreation
hall and lavatory facilities for its sole use. Homesteaders
were further separated by being located at the foot of a hill,
out of sight of the rest of the camp. In spite of the fact
that the Greybams building was centrally located and the
point of greatest activity (here were located the dining hall,
mailbox and largest recreation hall), the adolescent girls of
Homestead seemed to derive satisfaction from staying in their
own area, and planning exclusive evening activities. These
factors served to develop a "we-feeling" of loyalty and
cohesion among the older girls. On the other hand, however,
there were varying degrees of rivalry between the four units
making up the section of Homestead, Each of the four units
selected a tent name, something typically adolescent like the
"Midnight Raiders", "Silent Six", or "Slick Chicks", and
inscribed it across the front of the tent. They had individual
tent songs, secrets, and specific activities.
Personnel Training and Supervision
Those who have played a part in the development of the
American summer camp have done their utmost to perfect it
according to the hygienic and civilized standards of our time.
As a result of this effort, improvement in the material
aspects of csunping have constantly been made, while a camping
philosophy and psychology has remained far behind. There are
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still majny camp executives who feel that a good location,
sanitary housing, good food, and proper occupational Instructors
are all that is required of an effective camp* These physical
advantages are fine and necessary, hut equally important are
the many problems of human relationships, and all the
psychological and social factors included in the kind of life
a child leads in a camp. If these human relationships are
considered to be of primary importance, then it becomes
necessary to change the out-dated idea of a counselor as an
occupational instructor, to the ideal of a counselor as
someone equipped to understand and handle the psychological
and social factors Involved in the kind of life a child leads
1
at camp*
‘'Today, anyone who is not a camp director or a medical
professional worker and who actually deals with the campers is
h2
called a counselor* There are counselors with specific pro¬
tective and educational functions - the water activities and
handicraft people, in addition to the counselors who actually
live with the campers, who are usually called the general
counselors *
There is a growing awareness of the necessity for trained
personnel with well recognized techniques, equipped to make
Important contributions to a child's total development,
^Ernest Harms, "A Gamp Counselor Should Be a Social Worker,"
Journal of Social Casework, XXIX (April, 1948), 141-3*
^Ibid** p* 142*
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Community Service Society has expanded its philosophy to meet
this trend.
The administrative staff consisted of director, assistant
director, and seventeen counselors. Of these seventeen, two
were waterfront directors, and two in charge of arts and
crafts. All of the counselors had either previous counselor
experience or previous group work experience. The counselors
were a combination of college students, social work students
and professional social workers. Five of the thirteen general,
or unit counselors were graduate or graduated students in
schools of social work. All were recruited through Job
advertisements placed in the schools, and were selected after
submitting an application. The majority of applicants had
personal Interviews with the camp director.
Particular reference should be made to the four counselors
who worked specifically with the ten campers to be discussed
in this paper. Three of the four counselors were graduate
students in schools of social work, the fourth a college senior
with social work orientation on the pre-professional level.
The ages of these four counselors were eighteen, twenty-one,
two and three.
A one week training institute, prior to the arrival of
campers, was designed to assist the counselors in developing
an appreciation of the responsibilities of the Job. Sessions
included discussion of agency function, camp policy and
program, case presentation, the research project, (to be
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discussed later), and the development of the child,
individually and in the group* Discussions were led by noted
professional workers in social work sjid social research.
One camping authority has compounded a list of
fundamental requirements for the dynamic counselor. All of
these requirements were stressed during the institute.
They include:
(1) a knowledge of the mechanisms by which individuals
defend themselves from psychological Insecurity
(2) a knowledge of how to help persons who develop
practices that interfere with their most effective
functioning
(3) a sensitivity to the forces at work in the
behavior of a group - as group structure, group
hierarchy, group values and the psychology of the
scapegoat
Besides discussions, counselors were given practice in
ways of amending and improving leadership skills in a
situation where mistakes caused no damage. This took the
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form of role-playing.
After the campers arrived, they were assigned to the
pre-determlned groups. Counselors kept a dally log
^Alvln Zander, "Influence of Summer Camp on Personality,"
Nervous Child. VI (April, 1947), 165.
^R, Lippltt, "The Psychodrama in Leadership Training,"
Sociometry, VI (August, 1943), 286-92,
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concerning the behavior of each child in the unit. These
notes were discussed in supervisory conferences or in staff
meetings. The director and her assistant supervised the
graduate social work students, who in turn supervised under¬
graduates. These supervisory conferences were held each week
for a two-hour period. All counselors had access to case
summaries from the referral sources.
In addition to these responsibilities, the four
counselors of the Homestead division participated in a research
project conducted among the older campers by the Institute of
Welfare Research. This project was concerned with emotional
contagion. Those conducting the study were Interested In the
"hypothesized functional relationship” of emotional contagion
with such variables as: Individual needs and control systems,
the Interpersonal relationship with the "initiator” of the
potentially contagious act, group and adult relatedness of the
Individual, group and adult standards concerning the content
of contagious acts, etc. The data was gathered by one observer
who conducted a series of tests designed to appear as games
to the campers, and by other observers who recorded Incidents
of emotional contagion in each unlt.^
The Importance of careful personnel selection, training
and supervision cannot be over emphasized in the meaningful
camp program. The following quotation gives Impetus to this




If a child is to gain as a personality from his camp
experience, the chances are that nine-tenths of the gain
will stem from his relationship with his counselor*
Informed camping leaders are agreed on this point..•.The
private camp director knows well how importcunt to next
year's enrollment are the Individual counselors. The
significance of the camper-counselor relationship In
private camps, holds equally for organization camps. The
Tribune Fresh Air Fund of New York, which sent 5000
children to its eight camps in 1946, recently reported
the results of studying letters received from nearly
500 campers during the past fall. It was obvious that
the Children's Cabin Counselor played a determining part
in shaping their conception of the summer experience.!
Frederick H. Lewis, op. cit.. p. 179*
CHAPTER III
IDELITIFYING DATA OF THE TEN SELECTED CASES
Given a sound philosophy, ideal camp site, and carefully
selected personnel, there are still some children who find it
difficult to make a happy adjustment to the experience of
camping. This is precisely the case with the ten adolescent
girls under study. Possibly some clue to this inability to
adjust may be found by examining the behavior characteristics
of these girls.
The average age of the group was thirteen and one-half
years.
Seven of the ten were white, and the remaining three
were Negroes.
The average school grade completed was the el^th.
Assuming that each girl started in the first grade at the age
of six, as is the practice in New York City, none of the girls
was more than one year behind the correct school grade.
However, grade in school Is only one index to school adjustment.
One child may be top student scholastically, but may constitute
a serious discipline problem. Another child may be of dull
intelligence, and barely succeed in passing from one grade to
another, but still have many friends and a happy disposition.
The presentation of a few statements from school reports will




Mary A. was of average intelligence but had difficulty
in school last year because of hostile resistance to
authority of male teacher.
Sally F's school adjustment on the whole was good,
although the school counselor saw her difficult home life
as weighing her down even in school* Sally gained
strength from close attachments formed to young women
teachers.
Ethel H. was the leader of a group of girls in her
class who seemed to value her friendship highly, although
Ethel was the only one of the group who got into
difficulty. Her adjustment in school was poor this year.
The teachers had varying opinions of her, but apparently
she "got away with" as much as she thought she could
with each teacher. Her work was spotty, and she failed
several subjects. She was finally suspended from
activities until her mother came to school.
No definite school grade was recorded in the table
for Rose I. because her schooling for the past year was
uneven, due to several changes of schools, and because
of emotional tension. She was of average intelligence.
Sue J. had an I.Q, of seventy-seven which tended to
explain her difficulty with school work, although she
was achieving up to her capacity. There were no
serious problems of adjustment besides this.
In addition to the above factors, camp personnel were
equally Interested in the sources of referrals, what referral
considered as the child's needs, and how referral source
felt camp could meet these needs.
In 1944, a survey was conducted among the nurses and
caseworkers of Community Service Society to determine the
reasons why they made referrals to camps. The study revealed
that children were referred for the following reasons. The
reasons given in order of frequency, beginning with the most
frequent:
(1) To develop personality through group experience
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Included in this were such reasons as, need for
group experience and Interaction, growth through
separation from family. Improvement in ability to
relate, the provision of positive adult figures,
and former positive camp experience.
(2) The need of a vacation and recreation.
(3) Observation and diagnosis.
(4) Relief from a difficult family situation.
(5) To provide a breathing spell for parent.
(6) The need for temporary care and supervision.
(7) Health, which included not only physical build-up,
but also removal from substandard housing.
(8) Relief from family responsibility.
(9) To preclude child's feeling left out.(10)Pre-placement experience,^
This study is not up-to-date, and included referrals to
both boys and girls camps. However, its established criteria
seem generic and lend validity to the findings in the study.
Mary A. was referred by a caseworker who had been
working with the family for about six years. It was felt
that she needed an Increased feeling of security with her
contemporaries, and also pleasant experiences with Negro
girls. Besides feeling that camp might meet these needs,
the referral source reported that "observations of
counselors and camp directors will give the worker an
enriched and objective understanding of Mary as a person,
and with her group, which will have great value in future
treatment plans," This worker planned individual
treatment, as the girl advanced into adolescence. With
^Jean Wren, "Reasons for Referral to C.S.S, Camps"
(Unpublished survey results. Family Service Division, 1944), p, 1,
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reference to the reasons why children were referred for
camp, Mary A« Is included in items one smd three.
The nurse who referred Doris B. reported that she
would benefit from a change of environment, as she lived
in a neighborhood where there was noise and frequent
family fights. Camp was further suggested for Doris
because she showed considerable progress in adjusting to
other children in previous year's camp experience. She
seemed more talkative and leas withdrawn as a result of
camp. The reasons for referral here, too, fall within
the reasons given above.
In the case of Settle C, who had been having regular
contacts with the social worker because of poor school
and family adjustment, referral source was particularly
Interested in any mention of relationship to family,
and also an unusual amount of daydreaming, "Because of
her timidity and shyness, we feel that Settle needs the
experience of group living 8uid organized recreational
activity with other girls of her age. The atmosphere of
free self-expression was beneficial to her in a previous
camp experience."
The caseworker who recommended camp for Phillis D.
had had contacts primarily with the mother, who used
Community Service Society quite constructively for
several years. Phillis D, had no close friends, her
mother needed a rest because of considerable menopausal
difficulties, and the girl had improved as the result
of a previous camp experience. The worker felt that
camp might help in the general personality development
of Phillis, with particular attention on the development
of leadership ability and spontaneity,
Joyce E's family had been known to the referral agency
since 1941. The worker had maintained contact with Joyce
throughout the winter, discussing the content of her
previous camp report. These discussions showed that Joyce
had little realization that she had been considered a
"problem" at camp. It was further revealed that Joyce
was a little shy in making friends, and had not had the
chance to develop leadership abilities or self-direction.
Camp was prescribed as a possible remedy,
Sally F's referring agency was planning toward
placement with her, "Sally is ambivalent in regard to
separation from both parents. It is hard for her to accept
camp as it may be tinged with emotion toward placement out
of her home. A limited separation period in pleasant
clrcumstsinces may help her understand her feelings in this
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area, so that worker can later use this experience in
treatment planning.” In addition to the preceding state¬
ment, the caseworker reported that she had established
a warm, positive relationship with Sally, but the girl did
not trust her fully, fearing another placement away from
home as the result, Sally was accepted as the equal of
boys and girls five years older than herself, and therefore
referral source felt that she needed a better adjustment
to her contemporaries. It was also felt that she might
gain security through a group experience,
Flossie G, was referred by a caseworker who had had
frequent contacts with her over a four year period. In a
previous camp experience, Flossie became so disturbed
that it was necessary to remove her to a hospital for
observation and diagnosis. Referral agency reported
"Flossie's experience at camp last year is well known.
When she has talked about this, and she has always been
uneasy, often reluctant to do so, she has usually
rationalized that she had been terribly excited over such
sudden exposure to so much freedom, she 'ran wild' and
didn't know when to stop.
At the present time, Flossie's symptoms seem more
schizophrenic than neurotic, and we are interested in
her ability to relate to adults and other campers.
Acceptance and a firmer grip on reality are our goals
for Flossie at camp. What we want to be sure about is
whether Flossie can be helped in a social agency setting
or whether treatment should be in the hands of a
psychiatrist,”
In the case of Ethel H, the caseworker felt that her
enthusiasm for camp should have been capitalized on,
since she seemed so disinterested in most things. Ethel
had contact with the agency for six months, but showed
little interest euid broke many appointments. The case¬
worker felt that Ethel would profit by being away from
the responsibility she had at home.
Rose I, had attended camp intermittently since the
age of eight, but there was always an element of being
"shunted off'' by the mother, and this made for difficulties.
The referral report revealed that Rose had been seriously
uprooted, and was therefore concerned about her living
arrangements for nearly a year, when plans for placement
away from home were initiated. Camp for a two month period
was requested preparatory to admittance to a Children's
Center. Rose was in great need of acceptance by adults
and other children. This case is an outstanding example
of a child referred to camp as a pre-placement experience,
a reason listed the least frequent in the survey conducted
by C.S.S.
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Sue J's caseworker had had contact with her on a
weekly basis. This contact was on a supportive, social
level, rather than any effort In deeper Interpretation or
treatment. Sue was sufferlns from emotional deprivation
and Insecurity in group relationships. She was recommended,
also, because of her desire to return to camp.
By way of summary, each of the ten girls had weaknesses
and strengths which were unique to her and which refeiTal
source felt could be met by an experience in camp.
Six of the girls had been to some camp previously. All
but one referral was made by a caseworker. In each of these
cases, the reasons for referral were similar to, and fell
within the category of those listed on page twenty.
The personal factors of age, race and intelligence,
plus the wealcnesses and strengths were a part of the total
personality of each girl before she arrived at camp. To a
greater or lesser degree they exerted Influence on the girl's
adjustment at camp, the exact nature of this influence to be
discussed later.
CHAPTER rV
ETIOLOGICAL FACTORS AFFECTING CAMPER ADJUSTMENT
Human behavior Is raultidetermlned* Successful diagnosis
or treatment of any problem rests to a large extent on the full
appreciation of the many etiological possibilities.
Among all the factors that are pertinent to the develop¬
ment of personality and conduct, those associated with the
home are of most importance. The child's relation to his
parents and to siblings; the parent's attitudes toward each
other and toward the child, unsatisfactory material aspects of
the home - all of these and a host of others play Important
parts in the child's development.^ As one author has so
aptly stated it!
Home life is the keystone of emotional satisfaction
and growth. At best, it affords guidance for the child in
working out solutions to the situations in life that
irritate him, so that irrational aggressions may not burst
forth from time to time to Interfere with his effective¬
ness and spoil his happy relations. At worse, it can
overbalance the fortunate effects of most other types of
experience,2
Factors associated with the home life, which may give
dynamics of the poor adjustment or personality development of
children, include disrupted homes, economic instability.
^C, M. Louttit. Clinical Psychology (New York, 1936),
pp. 264-5.
o
J. Me. V. Hunt, Personality and the Behavior Disorders
(New York, 1944), p. Il8l.
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cultural conflicts, sibling rivalry, parental rejection, and
unsolved Oedipus problems. Such a constellation of problems
may be found inherent in any group where there are poorly
adjusted children* Illustrative material from the family
histories of the ten girls under study revealed that this
group was no exception.
In the upbringing of children, the more desirable
atmosphere results when both parents are In the home. The
possible effects of disrupted homes have been shown again and
again In the frequency of the condition in the families of
Juvenile delinquents. There are perhaps a number of reasons
why the break in the home will influence the child. Probably
foremost among them is the fact that such a home lacks
cooperation between the two parents in the training and
development of the chlld,^ The child suffers when he has to
find a person, other than his parent, to imitate, or with
whom to identify himself. If the break in the home comes
when the child is in the Oedipus stage of development, it
becomes increasingly difficult for the child to solve the
problem of conflicting feelings towards his parents. If the
home is disrupted during adolescence, the period when
children are anxious to conform and be exactly like the rest
of the group, the youth feels that his parents have failed
him and are responsible for his being different, and thereby
, M, Louttit, op, clt,, pp. 269-73«
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inferior. Sue J. exempllfiea an adolescent girl who felt that
she was "different" because she was not living with her
parents. Sue lived with a grand aunt, with whom her mother
left her when she was two years old. Sue knew her own mother
only slightly, having visited her briefly when six years old.
The fact that she had a tendency toward fantasy about her
background may stem from dissatisfaction with her present
home and the need of fantasy to Increase her status with her
more fortunate peers.
Three of the ten girls under study were from families
where both parents lived in the home. Another of the ten
cases lived with a female guardian, with no masculine figure
in the home. The six remaining campers lived vflth their
mothers only. Of these six fatherless families, one father
was deceased, two deserted, two separated and one was a
putative father.
Another outstanding problem in relation to the family
as a social unit is connected with its economic position.
The stress of trying to secure the bare necessities of life
may result in emotional and personality distortions in the
parents which become reflected in the child's attitudes.^
Flossie had never been happy at home. She worried about the
poor neighborhood in which she was ashamed to live, the
financial situation and her health. It seems safe to say
^Ibid.. pp. 274-75.
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that a great deal of Flossie's worry resulted from her mother's
concern about the family's economic situation, a concern rare
for girls in early adolescence who are usually occupied with
less serious matters.
With regards to the socio-economic conditions In the
families of all of the girls, eight of the families suffered
from financial strain. Four of these eight were receiving,
or had made application for financial asslsteince. The
remaining two families gave no Indication of economic
hardship.
There are Innumerable aspects of the problem of culture
as a factor affecting the personality development of children.
One aspect of the situation is miscegenation. John C. Smith,
in his article on "Understanding The Negro Client," vividly
presented this acute problem of conflicting identification
and its effect upon the child. He cited the incident of
light-colored children who were treated with suspicion,
physical beatings, or verbal persecution by their darker play¬
mates, and were also rejected by the white community. This
left the chastised person with a feeling of not belonging to
either group.^ Mary A. lived in Just such a culturally
conditioned situation. She was the child of a mlscegenous
union, and theirs was the only mulatto family in the tenement.
Mary experienced much taunting from the Negro children, and
^The Family. XIV (May, 19A6), pp. 15-17.
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was fearful and timid about making friendships with white
children.
Closely connected with this type of culturally conditioned
problem are those rooted in an Intercultural family conflict.
Sociologist and cultural anthropologists have studied
intensively the effects of accommodation, disorganization and
conflicts upon the social adjustment of children of Immigrants.
These second generation children mingle with other cultural
groups, participate in a variety of behavior patterns and
evaluate their homes and parents in light of the larger
culture. Inevitably, behavior widely divergent from that of
their elders appear, and many clashes within the home arise,
Sally F. best exemplifies this condition. She was the only
child of very old, sickly parents of limited intelligence.
The mother continued to cling to many out dated attitudes and
habits of the Italian culture, Sally was attached to her mother,
but became increasingly aware of her mother's limitations,
thus causing strain and conflict between them.
Jealousy among siblings stands out prominently as a
cause of much unrecognized conflicts in children. The jealous
child often does not know that he is jealous. He feels that
he is deprived of something he has had previously and that he
should possess. He is not ready to take second place in his
parents affections, and therefore considers his sibling a
rival. Many severe behavior problems arise from Jealousy of
a new baby in the family. One child may become aggressive and
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revengeful, while another loses his Joy in life and withdraws.
A certain amount of sibling rivalry, either conscious or
unconscious, is inevitable in every family. It plays a
prominent role, however, in the child who has seemingly over¬
come hie Jealousy, but who later shows sensitive spots from
the old hurt. A case in point is that of Flossie, who got
along fairly good with the boys in her family, but was
particularly hostile towards her youngest sister, next in age
to herself. This antagonism and Jealousy of this sister was
probably due to Flossie's feeling of rejection when a sister
was born to compete for her place in the mother's attention
and affection. Temper tantrums, depression and sullen
withdrawal were Flossie's ways of expressing this Jealousy.
Sue also found it necessary to compete for the love and
attention of her guardian. A niece of the guardian lived in
the home, and seemed preferred over Sue, The arrival of this
niece's baby caused additional Jealousy, as here was another
figure with whom Sue must compete,
Ethel H. lived in a home where the father openly showed
preference for his sons, occasionally subjecting the
daughters to their brothers' mercy, Just because they were
males, Ethel did not have many rights, in such an environment,
but many responsibilities. She was in-between her older,
prettier sister, who enjoyed privileges because of her age,
her brothers, who were privileged because of their sex,
and her younger siblings who received special considerations
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as children. It Is not difficult to understand the Intense
amount of sibling rivalry fostered by such a home environment
as this one.
The concept that parents universally love and want their
children is a fiction. The feelings of parents toward their
children fonn a graduated continuous scale starting from the
parent who really loves his child, and ending with the parent
who really only hates and rejects his child. Since parental
love is so necessary to the happy, healthy development of a
child, adverse parental attitudes will have serious effect upon
the child's adjustment. English and Pearson classified
parental attitudes into three groups: (1) Rejection of the child,
(2) Overprotection of the child, and (3) Indulgence.^ Each
of these attitudes may be manifested in different fonns. For
instance, a parent may show rejection by being overstrict.
Doris' mother represented this type. Of great significance is
the fact that Doris was the youngest of five children, who
were all married and out of the home. Her four siblings
ranged in age from thirty-one to twenty-four, with Doris ten
years younger than the sibling proceeding her. The mother
was thirty-eight years older than Doris. There is little
doubt that Doris was an unwanted child, and was therefore
rejected by the mother. The mother was overstrict, teaching
Doris to stand up and sit down, say yes and no ma'am at the
^0. English and G. Pearson, op. clt.. pp. 107-109.
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proper time, and criticized her severely.
Rose I, was an only child who felt that she was not
wanted hy her mother, because of her wide experience with
foster homes, courts, and because of frequent changes in
living arrangements. The two were in severe conflict with each
other, with the daughter openly accusing the mother of neglect
and not wanting or loving her.
An unsolved Oedipus complex is often at the bottom of
adjustment difficulties in children. This concept oft
mentioned in Freudian psychology, refers to the age period
between three and six when children tend to be drawn
emotionally toward the parent of the opposite sex and in a
way that is erotically tinged. The girl is drawn toward her
father, courts his interest and seeks to be his favorite. She
also resents the mother toward whom she feels a hostility for
being in the way of her complete possession of the father.
Boys as well as girls encounter a difficult problem in the
Oedipus complex and its solution. One is said to have
"worked through" the problem when he can redirect his emotions
from the parent to other people and other activities in the
environment. Some people are never able to sever this
emotional tle,^
Flossie G's difficulty was of such nature. She felt




accjused her of this hecauae she had provoked and antagonized
him during his illness. It is not uncommon for one who has
harbored hostilities for another to believe himself guilty of
causing the other's death. This may have been the basis for
Flossie's feeling a responsibility for her father's death.
At any rate, after her father's death, she managed the other
children, feeling that by caring for her siblings she was
protecting her mother, who she worried would also die, Flossie
had not "worked through" her feelings for her father before
he died. She felt guilt about the hostility she had for her
mother, probably using her management of her siblings as a
form of restitution.
Among lay people, or even the untrained camp counselor,
the factors of a disrupted home, parental rejection, cultural
conflict, etc,, would have limited meaning, if any, as
determinants of a child's ability to adjust in a camp
situation, A knowledge of all of these factors is, of course,
a part of the equipment of those trained in social work.
The family history is read, not as a disconnected. Isolated
part of the child's life, but as an account of the very
elements which have helped to form a unique personality. An
awareness of the Impact of all of these factors, and more,
upon the make-up of an individual, and upon his ways of
feeling and behaving, is necessary to make camp a meaningful
experience for the child.
CHAPTER V
ROLE OF CASEWORKER IN CAMPER ADJUSTMENT
So far, the author has presented background material
designed to give some insight into the reasons for particular
patterns of adjustment at camp of the ten girls. The reader
may have speculated as to the types of behavior disorder
which a particular girl will exhibit. It is an established
fact that the time suiy child spends at camp is only a small
proportion of his life experiences. Unless it is viewed in
this light and geared into a total experience, we are asking
the child to do the impossible, to forget all about his other
life and have a good time. Therefore, as we turn now to
illustrative case material as an index of camper adjustment,
it becomes necessary to view each child in light of the
personality equipment she brings to camp.
Case of Mary A.
Mary was an attractive fair-skinned Negro girl, who was
aware of her good looks and attempted to make herself even
more attractive. She walked in an awkward, ungraceful
manner, and talked in a demanding tone, with no hint of
politeness.
Mary seemed to Isolate herself from the first day. By
the end of the first week, the group had begun to reject
Mary and she was "scapegoated” by them. Up to this point,
the counselor's aim was to make everyone feel comfortable,
to become acquainted with each girl, euid to foster group
cohesiveness. She commented favorably on Mary's attempts
at attractiveness, tried to draw her into group planning,
but felt it too soon to interfere directly in the
''scapegoating*' of Mary.
Mary was of mixed racial origin and was having
difficulty in achieving a positive orientation to her
minority group belongingness. She accused her tent mates
of "scapegoating" her only because of her race. For a
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■brief period she formed a relationship with two Negro
girls from another tent. This union seemed founded on the
fact that all three were rejectees by their own groups.
The counselor did not discourage this friendship, realizing
that Mary had to start somewhere, but she searched for
areas where Maiy might gain status in her own group.
During the second week of camp, Mary and a tent mate
began bickering. There was a short physical battle, but
the verbal battle lasted much longer. Mary wept bitterly
as she said such things as: Everybody picked on her all
the time and she knew why. Her mother said that the Negro
girls treated her badly because she looked better than
they did. People were always asking about her race, and
when they found out about her, they treated her badly.
The counselor stopped the girls in their physical tussle,
but sat quietly as the girls argued. She was there to
step in if the situation became too traumatic for Mary,
■but felt that things had reached the stage where a release
of feelings was necessary. When the girls tried to assure
Mary that they were not Interested in her racial origin,
but they "disliked her because of her personality," she
refused to believe them.
After this "blow-up," Mary seemed relieved and tried
very hard to be liked by the group, and although there
were other less serious disagreements, she made remarkable
progress.- The "color" angle was never again brought out
in such a manner that the counselor thought it opportune
to try to help Mary think out her feelings about race.
However, the counselor was a Negro, and felt that much
more could be accomplished by forming a positive relation¬
ship with Mary that would carry over into her future
contacts with Negroes.
Mary seemed in constant need of assurance from the
counselor, and when this was given, she almost lost her
cold, suspicious exterior. Gradually, she boasted of
her counselor, and even asked if she and the rest of the
girls might visit the counselor at her home.
When Mary came to camp, she refused to participate in
activities, and criticized those who did perfomn, saying
they were "showing off." However, the counselor noted
signs of enthusiasm when Mary was preparing for a
masquerade ball. In a costume, with identity concealed,
she seemed much freer. Using this as a clue, the counselor
enlisted Mary's aid in activities in which she did not
have to appear directly for identification. Mary became
the voice, or noise, off stage when the group gave a skit,
she Joined large group activities, and sang in the camp
choir. The counselor encouraged her in her smallest
attempts. Before the end of camp, she agreed to take
short speaking roles in skits that were performed before
the entire camp. She asked to be receptionist at a tea
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to which outside adults were Invited, and she became
interested In learning to swim, although she was afraid of
the water when she came to camp.
Mary felt that through her connections with the camp
director (who was also her group therapist during the
winter), her social worker at home, and the recommenda¬
tions of her counselor, she would certainly be allowed
to return to camp the following summer.
This is the case of a girl, who having experienced
unpleasant situations due to her marginal racial status, came
to camp expecting to find a similar situation. She “read into”
every remark or Incident a personal attack. Her Isolation
from the rest of the group Indicated these basic feelings of
insecurity. Her inability to cooperate with the rest of the
group probably stemmed from fear, since her mother's severity
gave her little chance to participate In group activities.
The positive note in the entire situation was Mary's
desire to be liked or to make an Identification, shown by her
friendship with two group rejected girls, and her ability to
verbalize, which was Indicated In the final group argument.
The counselor was aware of the natural group tendency to
find someone upon whom to place blame and to direct hostilities.
Since Mary's suspiciousness and failure to show Interest in
the group made her a likely target, the counselor acted only
as a buffer by giving evidence of personal understanding and
acceptance of Mary. These were probably new experiences for
Mary since she came from a home dominated by a mother who
passed her own confusion and bitterness on to her children.
By means of group pressure, a release of hostile feelings,
and the passive but sympathetic presence of the counselor.
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Mary was able to become an acceptable group member. When areas
were found where Mary could perform with ease and decreased
self-consciousness, these were used to strengthen ego, A gain
in self-confidence meant additional group status.
The counselor felt it unwise to directly approach Mary's
feelings about race, since the girl had expressed suspicion
about others concern about this matter. Instead, by making
no reference to the matter, the counselor minimized its
importance, attempting to disprove these obsessions that had
become a blockade to Mary's happy adjustment. The experience
of an encouraging, accepting relationship with a Negro adult,
helped to break down this girl's wall of Inferiority,
persecution and negativism. The counselor believed that Mary
was able to move some in the direction of accepting her
minority group status after she had found in the counselor a
female, Negro, adult with whom she could Identify,
Case of Doris B,
Doris was a thin frail-looking girl with a stooped
posture. She was undeveloped physically. She wore
glasses and looked at one in a peering manner. She made
attempts at being neat, but usually looked "tacky,"
From the beginning, Doris was the most group-related
and group-conscious in her unit. Since she had attended
camp previously, she had a superior knowledge which she
shared freely and without any apparent attempt to gain
status. Outside of her unit, she had very little
Influence, but in her own unit, her preference was always
consulted and respected. She never became a group leader,
probably because she lacked the required force, vivacious¬
ness and spontaneity,
Doris was never unmanageable, but was in constant need
of attention from adults. She came to the counselor for
approval of everything she did. When she was praised, she
smiled gratefully and politely thanked the giver of the
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praise. She enjoyed table tennis, particularly, but would
not play with the other girls, probably because she played
so poorly. When she played with the counselor, she was
sometimes permitted to win. These victories not only
bolstered her self-confidence, but served as a mild means
of aggression against an adult vrho would still like her.
The counselor felt this a very necessary thing for a child
who was as restricted at home as Doris was. By the end of
summer she had Improved to the point where she could
verbalize her pleasure at having defeated the counselor.
Doris made many contributions to the group. Althou^
she did not particularly enjoy active games, she participated
if the rest of the group decided to do so. Feeling that
Doris often conformed with group decisions because she
was afraid to disagree, the counselor assured her that it
would be all right to refuse to comply sometimes, that
people did not dislike us simply because we did not always
agree with them.
Of all the activities, Doris appeared most enthusias¬
tic about swimming. From the very beginning she was
excited about taking her test to qualify to swim in the
deep water. She talked of nothing else and continually
asked her counselor to be on hand when she was ready to
take the test, again showing an overdependence on an
adult figure. When the time came, she became stiff with
fright and refused to take the test, which was a disappoint¬
ment for her. Her counselor sav/ this as a real fear, based
upon her Inadequate experiences of venturing out alone.
She offered Doris reassurance, based on an understanding
of how much passing meant to her, but that there would be
another chance to take the test, and in the meantime they
could enjoy the shallower water. The counselor did not
urge Doris to take the test, but assured her that she would
be on hand if Doris decided to try again. In the shallow
water Doris had the uttermost confidence. She developed
swimming skills sufficient for swimming in deep water,
but each time she tried for the test, she was beseiged by
this fear. The swimming instructor said that Doris had
displayed this same type of behavior the previous summer.
The counselor felt that Doris could gain confidence to
meet this situation only by an outgrowth of many success¬
ful trials in diverse fields of activity. Her successes
along other lines were praised,
Doris's most outstanding characteristic was an
unusual attachment to her mother. Everything she did or
thought was somehow connected with her mother. Everything
she made in craft shop was to be a present for her mother.
She wanted to swim well, so that she might save her mother
if she were iwshed in while fishing, Doris saved her
canteen money to use when she returned home as a means
of entertaining her mother. These are only a few of the
many examples of this girl's mother fixation, Doris was
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happy as long as she received letters and packages from
home. One week, however, when they failed to arrive, she
wept and wanted to go home because she feared something was
wrong with her mother. The counselor endeavored to
minimize this anxiety by verbalizing Doris' feelings,
recomizlng that campers often felt rejected when they
didn't hear from home, but surely mall was forthcoming.
She said that sometimes campers felt guilty about having
so much fun. Independent of their mothers, but that their
mothers would be happy about this,
Doris did have a good time at camp and expressed
regrets about having to return home.
Here is a girl who had many positive characteristics,
but whose happiness at camp was hindered by a background of
parental rejection, manifested by an overdependence on the
mother. The strict home environment left the girl fearful
of Incurring disapproval from others, and fearful of showing
disapproval of others. The counselor felt that this need to
conform was unnatural for an adolescent girl, as adolescence
characterizes a period when there is revolt against authority,
and a desire for emancipation. Adolescents generally are
not too concerned about what adults think about them,
Doris' terrible fear of deep water, and the resulting
disappointment in not being able to pass the swimming test was
felt to be Indicative of her larger fear of Independence,
The many sacrifices she made for her mother were viewed as
attempts to win her mother's affection and approval. It was
felt that the girl harbored a great amount of hostility for
her mother, however, as was shown In her unconscious wishes
that harm might befall her mother, (Example of this was her
wish to swim well, so that she might save mother if she were
pushed in while fishing, and her fear that something was wrong
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with mother when she failed to write•)
The counselor saw slow growth, brought about by building
confidence based upon little successes, by encouraging
aggression and non-conformity, and by constant reassurance of
her interest and affection. She offered Doris some interpre¬
tation of her difficulties by generalizing Doris' situation
and verbalizing her feelings. It was felt that Doris' home
environment and mother fixation were areas which required
careful, sustained treatment, if Doris was to learn to face
situations independently.
Case of Settle C,
Settle was a pale, timid-looking girl of fragile build.
Not only was she the youngest one in her unit from a
chronological and physical standpoint, but she was also
the group "baby,"
During the first week. Settle paired off with another
tent-mate. One night they found that their beds had been
filled with weeds. Settle took this prank as a malicious
deed and could not understand what the other girls had
against her, Secause of this incident, Settle and her
chum became partners in persecution. The counselor saw
in this clique an indication that these girls were not yet
ready to share with a larger group. She felt that this
pattern of insecure behavior called for additional warmth
and acceptance from her. As Settle's friend gained in
security, she began to form out-group friendships, which
left Settle an isolate.
Settle was rejected by her unit because she shirked
her chores, was non-cooperative and violated the group
code in other ways. Her tentmates called her "baby,"
began to disregard her preference, and teased that she had
no opinion of her own. They named her "me too" for that
was the phrase most frequently used by Settle,
The counselor arranged a leisurely walk with Settle
and attempted to find out what was bothering her. It was
revealed that she was deeply concerned about her rejection
by the group. The counselor tried to help her face the
fact that her consistent shirking of her share of the
responsibilities was the real source of her difficulty in
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the unit* AlsO) the counselor discovered that Settle
enjoyed singing and folk dancing, and was proud of her
accomplishments in these areas. When the first
opportunity arose, the counselor asked if Settle would
Join her in teaching the group a song. Settle was hesitant,
hut when urged by her tent-mates, she agreed. The counselor
made a special point of praising her and invited her to
sing wltn the camp choir. The counselor in charge of
musical activities was told about Settle's interest in
this area, and her need for encouragement and support.
Gradually Settle was able to branch out into other activities
with seeming enthusiasm, and to contribute something
original to group planning.
Settle seemed Incapable of working out any durable
attachments. She was first fond of one counselor, then
another. During these periods, she followed the counselor
everywhere, with Idolatlon. In contrast to these "crushes"
on female adults. Settle was outstandingly "show-offish"
and excited in the presence of men. Whenever male
visitors were in camp, she followed them around until she
found an opportunity to converse with them. She often
commented that she wished this was a co-ed camp. The
counselor felt that Settle was in a transitional period,
changing from prepuberty to puberty. Her attachment to
various counselors was viewed as an attempt to find an
ideal object for identification. The simultaneous
Interest in the opposite sex was indicative of the
awakening of normal adolescent characteristics. No
attempt was made to discourage Settle in these amatory
I)ursuits, as the counselor realized the normality of the
situation. Also, she felt that part of Settle's Insecurity
in the group stemmed from the fact that she was not as far
advanced into adolescence as the rest of the girls.
However, it seemed that adjustment for Settle would be
facilitated by keeping her in the unit with older girls.
The counselor was unable to see any progress in the
matter of getting Settle to accept chores as a necessary
part of camp routine, and any phase of life. Even group
censure proved unsuccessful. The counselor was aware that
Settle was the oldest of four siblings and felt that she
considered camp an opportunity to avoid chores which she
was forced to do at home. Knowing this, the counselor
was able to accept Settle's disappearance at chore time,
and although she did not condone such behavior, she
concentrated her attention on building in Settle self-
assurance and the enJo3rment of other activities.
Settle's failure in making a happy adjustment to group
living seemed related to feelings of insecurity which she
expressed in rejection of group codes. The counselor had the
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reaponslblllty of helping this girl to strengthen her ego and
accept group regulation of behavior.
In review of the family history it was found that thei?e
was an element of sibling rivalry in the home, A younger,
more dynamic, aggressive sister minimized Settle's chances
for developing originality and self-esteem. Through the
Joint cooperation of counselors in recognizing Settle's ability
to sing, she was able to make some gain in confidence and in
group acceptance.
The counselor found it very difficult to establish a
meaningful relationship with Settle, because of the girl's
frequent shifts in affection. However, it was felt that
Settle was capable of receiving some help, as she was able to
express concern about her rejection by the group. The
counselor helped Settle to face the reality of her situation
as to why the group rejected her. The effectiveness of this
is questioned, however, since the girl never became able to take
her share of responsibility.
Throughout treatment. Settle's stage of psychosexual
development was used as a guide. The counselor considered
Settle to be tom between a desire to grow up and the need
to remain a child. This was shown in her satisfaction at
being the group "baby" with no responsibility, on one day, and
desire to appear as a worldly man-chaser, the next day. In
this transition period, it is characteristic for girls and
boys to vascillate between being children and adults. Searing
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this in mind, the counselor allowed Bettie these shifts in
roles, feeling that acceptance by adults, and an Increase in
self assurance would Indirectly make it easier for Bettie to
grow up.
Case of Phillis D.
Phillis was an untidy girl with plain features. Her
clothing was usually wrinkled and dirty. She was often
restless and complaining,
Phillis followed one of the other girls in her tent
in almost every prank known to camping. Most of the
other girls did not like her, and it seemed that the
"friend” only used her in the exploits, Phillis was
usually quite upset when she was restricted, saying she
could see no reasons for objection to her behavior.
The counselor discovered from the referral report
that Phillis had no close friends at home, and diagnosed
Phillis' prank-playing as an attention-getting mechanism.
In discussion with Phillis, the counselor recognized a
certain amount of prank-playing as normal behavior,
which became unacceptable only when it made the campers
uncomfortable or unhappy, or when it was hostllely
motivated.
Realizing that Phillis used this prank-playing to
gain recognition from the group, the counselor ignored
this behavior as far as practical. She attempted to
direct Phillis into lines of activity that Involved
responsibility and from which she would gain group
approval and personal satisfaction. Even with an
Intellectual awareness of Phillis' difficulty, the
counselor found it hard to help Phillis because of her
personal distaste of Phillis' provoking behavior and her
ability to disrupt the group. Through guidance from the
camp director, the counselor made a conscious attempt to
handle her feelings about the girl,
Phillis also was greedy with food. She was not
satisfied until the platter was empty. Her table manners
were poor, grabbing for food. The counselor felt that
food habits were determined by the family, and it was
difficult to change these in a few weeks of camp. She
felt that coaxing, punishing, or ridicule were likely
to increase the behavior rather than solve the
difficulty. Instead of these methods, she made a special
point of stimulating an Interesting, relaxing table
conversation and exercising good eating habits herself.
Vnien it was time to leave for home, Phillis expressed
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her sorrow at going. Her mother was nearby and came to
see her while she was In camp. She begged the counselor
not to toll her mother that she had been "bad."
This is the case of a girl who suffered from a lack of
attention and affection, which she attempted to get through
repeated prank-playing. The counselor had the difficult
problem of defining her own feelings about the girl, in an
attempt to prevent subjectivity from interfering with
treatment.
Phillis was a chronic prank-player and practical Joker.
The counselor viewed this behavior as an attention-getting
device. She recognized the meaning of attention to any child,
and that failure to receive it signified lack of affection.
The counselor had the responsibility of interpreting to
Phillis when and why prank-playing was objectionable. She
put this objection on the basis of group disapproval, feeling
that group status meant more to the girl than adult approval.
Recognition was given to Phillis* behavior as a sign of
hostility, but the girl was unable to admit this, insisting
that she really liked camp and the counselors.
The counselor saw Phillis* greediness as another sign of
emotional deprivation. Excessive eating is commonly used as
a means of satisfying the need of love and affection. This
habit of greediness was somewhat Improved by example and the
attempt to make meal time relaxing and leisurely.
In all contact with Phillis, the counselor made a special
effort to like the girl and accept her as a person, in spite
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of objections to her behavior. In trying to help Phillis, the
counselor found it necessary to seek help herself. To an
Indetermlnant degree, the lack of movement In this case may
be attributed to the counter-transference, which hindered the
counselor In establishing with Phillis a meaningful
relationship. This is vividly shown In Phillis’ plea that
the counselor not tell her mother that she had been "bad."
The girl was aware of this non-acceptance and disapproval by
the counselor.
Case of Joyce E,
Joyce was an attractive, vivacious blond who usually
dressed untidily, often wearing dirty clothes. She freely
loaned and borrowed clothes, rather than wear her own.
She had explosive, non-violent outbursts of temper
when things didn't go her way, and would then become
sullen. The girls in the unit had a protective attitude
toward her, and though they at times expressed disapproval
of her actions, she was never subjected to strong group
pressure.
Joyce resented the extra attention received by two
very disturbed girls In the group, and the number of
things they apparently "got away with." One night she
seemed to reach the breaking point, and left her tent to
cause considerable disturbance at Greybaivis, The next
afternoon, during rest hour, she ran singing through the
sleeping quarters of Greybams and had to be physically
restrained. At this time Joyce had a "scene" with the
assistant director. The entire group was generally more
disturbing than usual, and the counselor called a group
session, at which the camp director was present. Before
asking the director to sit in on the meeting, the counselor
gave consideration to the effects her presence might have
on the group. She did not want them to feel that their
behavior deserved special attention, and thereby risk a
repetition of it, but she felt this to be not only a
group-^dlsturbing situation, but also one Involving the
total camp. At this meeting, the girls were told that
they would have to leave camp unless they decided to
settle down. Before the group, Joyce told the director
that she had proved that she was treated differently
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than the other two girls, though in reality she was not.
She seemed to gain a great deal of satisfaction from the
disturbances she created, remarking that she felt
wonderful during them.
The counselor found Joyce much easier to handle when
she was alone, without an audience• Every attempt was
made to recognize and praise the socially acceptable
things she did, Joyce responded well to praise, but
usually tried to shift the blame to someone else, thus
showing Inability to take criticism.
It was believed that Joyce felt secure in her
relationship with the counselor, but tested her in many
instances, to see how far she could go and still be
accepted and liked,
A change to another unit was considered for Joyce,
but it was felt that such a drastic measure might
Increase Joyce's feeling of rejection.
Joyce seemed unaware that she was considered to be
a "problem,” as she remarked that because of her good
record, she Intended to return the following summer.
Here is a girl who resented the extra attention given
two seriously disturbed girls in her unit, and attempted to
gain attention by behavior which disrupted the entire camp
program. In this case, the Important question arose as to
the value of the use of authority in a camp setting. The
counselor had to decide when behavior had reached a point
beyond her ability to handle it, and could best be handled,
therefore, by someone in a position of authority,
Joyce was Jealous of the attention given these two
girls but was unable to admit this, probably because of fear
of losing status, and the unwillingness to see herself as
a "problem." However, she indirectly admitted this Jealousy
when she spoke of gaining exhilaration from creating
disturbing situations and the resulting attention she received.
The counselor praised the acceptable things Joyce did, and
relationship was used as a means of influencing the girl in
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the desired direction, that of socially acceptable behavior.
Joyce used various means of testing the counselor, but the
counselor's consistent acceptance, patience and genuine Interest
were assurances of the counselor's sincerity.
The counselor used the group conference as a means of
settling serious group behavior problems. The camp director
was called in, and on one occasion the group was given the
alternative of checking on their disturbing behavior, or
of leaving camp. The use of authority, in this Instance,
seemed Justified, due to the seriousness of the offenses, and
the seeming lack of group controls. It was felt that
individual consideration and over-attention to Joyce's part
in the disturbance would be detrimental, as this was Just
what she wanted, and would call forth similar behavior
Incidents, if granted. Handled as a group problem, no one
member could take credit for the attention received. Special
efforts were made to show Joyce that she was treated the same
as the rest of the girls. YHien Joyce discovered that her
means of attracting attention were Ineffective, she made some
attempts at seeking approval in acceptable ways.
Case of Sally P.
Sally was a neat, plain-looking girl who showed
considerable concern for her physical appearance. The
maturity of her looks was the most striking thing about
her. On several occasions she was mistaken for a member
of the staff. She wanted to be treated as a grown-up
person, and seemed to derive satisfaction from "mothering”
some of the younger girls.
Sally did not get along well with the rest of the girls
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in the group. The other girls often said that she thought
she was "better than everybody else," Throughout her stay
in camp, Sally was on the fringes of the group. At first,
this was because of rejection by the group, but later,
because of her preference.
Sometimes the girls in the group turned to Sally for
information which they did not have. Sally was greatly
upset by the degree of inexperience and immaturity of the
rest of the girls. On several occasions she said that she
missed her friends at home, particularly her best friend
who she felt was an unusual type of person,
Sally seemed to like her counselor, doing many little
things to please her, but never reached the point where
she could confide in her. She often had good ideas for
group activities, but preferred working alone whenever
possible. She seldom sought attention, but responded to
praise by asking "do you really think so," as if doubting
that compliments were given v^lth sincerity.
Sally related well to adults, and talked freely about
her crowd of friends at home. The counselor knew that
Sally was unhappy in camp and was asking to be returned
home. Sally never mentioned missing home or family, only
her friends. The counselor gave assurance that it was
quite all right to express feelings of homesickness, and
such behavior was normal. Sally verbalized, saying she
liked the country, but none of the girls were "her type,"
Every attempt was made to help Sally enjoy the company
of the rest of the girls, but she continued to withdraw.
Often she quoted poetry or bits of philosophy which seemed
wise beyond her years. Sometimes she freely admitted
that these were ideas of her "remarkable" friend. There
was a peculiar type of hero-worship for this friend, and
a tendency to Judge other girls on the basis of the
friendship. A review of the referral report showed that
Sally was in conflict with her mother, and the counselor
speculated that Sally saw in this older girl friend a
substitute mother figure. Further, it was felt that
Sally was searching for a counselor to take this role,
and since she had found no one, she was unhappy at camp.
Since Sally was Interested in poetry, the counselor
tried to get her to contribute some poems to the camp
newspaper, but she resisted on the basis that she could
write poetry only when she was "in the mood," One got
the impression that Sally did not really write poetry,
but pretended, as she did about many things in order to
be identified with adults,
Sally never talked about her parents or home situation,
probably because this was an area about which she had so
many feelings. She received very little mall, and none
at all from her parents. She often expressed the wish
that her mother would write her, although the counselor
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was aware that her mother could not write,
Sally made no reference to her previous experiences
with courts or social agencies, hut on her first day In
camp asked If everyone there had a "problem" as she had.
When questioned about what her problem was, she seemed
unable to explain.
Once when the rest of her unit had gone on an
overnight hike, which Sally refused to participate In,
pleading menstrual pains as an excuse, Sally ran away
from camp. She was given a lift to the station by one of
the townspeople who thought she was an adult. She had
wamed the camp director that she would get back to the
city somehow. She left a note saying that she was sorry
she had to leave In such a manner, and ended by quoting
the "Purple Cow," a poem which a counselor had taught her,
Sally found camp so threatening and unsatisfying that she
eventually ran away to return home. The counselor's task was
that of trying to help Sally accept camp as a new experience,
which offered benefits In proportion to her participation,
Sally had a tremendous need to appear grown up. This was
shown by her exclusive Identification with adults, her disgust
for the Immaturity of the rest of the girls, and her
satisfaction when the group sought Information from her. This
desire to conform to adult patterns of behavior, although a
normal trait In adolescents, seemed exaggerated, and an
attempt to cover up just how Insecure she really felt. The
counselor saw under this exterior a frightened little girl.
This fear of growing up was best shown by Sally's pretended
enjoyment In "mothering" the younger girls. Could this not
have been the unconscious desire to be protected and mothered?
The counselor was aware of Sally's home situation, and
felt that much of Sally's behavior went unsupervised, due to
the mother's age and lack of Intelligence and Interest, The
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failure to mention home, talk about her parents, and the belief
that she was sent to camp because she was a "problem," were
Indications of this girl's resentment of parents and home.
Sally did like her counselor, and treatment took the form
of support and an attempt to make the girl comfortable and
happy. She was able to enjoy some aspects of camp life, but
the tendency to withdraw from the group hindered her ability
to make friends among the campers. Once when Sally mentioned
that none of the girls were of the same type as her friend,
the counselor asked what her friend was like. When Sally
was able to say only that her friend was "more mature," the
counselor wondered if Sally liked this girl because she was
someone who understood her and someone upon whom she could
depend. Sally admitted that this was just why she liked her
friend. The possibility of finding a friend at camp if she
tried, was pointed out to the girl. No attempts were made
to do this. The counselor offered praise, affection and
acceptance of Sally’s feelings. The normality of homesickness
was recognized and openly discussed. It was difficult to
give inslgjat in Sally's situation, due to her unwillingness to
discuss herself or her background.
It was felt that camp could help Sally in a limited
way, due to her extreme unhappiness there. Her inability
to accept the group situation suggested the need for individual
relationship. Sustained, intense case work treatment seemed
necessary in future work with Sally.
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Case of Flossie G.
Flossie was an attractive girl with a kind of impish
light in her eyes and an impulsive giggle which she often
said she could not control.
She appeared restless and nervous, and seemed to have
a basic uneasiness due to her breakdown last summer, with
real fear that the same thing would again occur. She had
periods of depression and intense, often exaggerated
gaiety.
On several occasions, little incidents upset Flossie
to the degree that she ran away from the group crying
hysterically. Once she had to be physically restrained
from entering into a fight with Rose, another very
disturbed girl in the group. Flossie felt that her
trouble lay with Rose, She was very Jealous of Rose, for
contrary to the previous year, it was Rose Instead of
herself who gained recognition from the rest of the
campers for singing and dancing, Flossie was never able
to admit her hostility toward Rose, and even pretended
to be friendly with her. On several occasions they gave
each other support in breaking the rules.
Flossie apparently had a real need for group support
and was happiest in leadership situations. She seemed
to prefer small group activities, possibly on the basis
of having a better chance for leadership. The counselor
offered Flossie both attention and praise, but felt that
she was unable to establish a close relationship with the
girl. However, Flossie had no doubt that her counselor
accepted and liked her, and once remarked to the director
that she often yelled at her counselor without meaning
to, but that the counselor understood,
Flossie was very friendly with the camp director whom
she seemed to want to use in a treatment relationship,
and whom she sought out with tense comments that she had
to "get things off her chest,” Since Flossie felt unable
to talk directly to her counselor, this relationship with
the camp director was not discouraged. The director was
available to Flossie at such times, and Flossie's
comments were directed exclusively to the experience of
the previous summer, with lengthy and repetitive detail
concerning the episodes in camp and the disturbances of
patients at Bellevue Hospital. By far, the greater anxiety
was around homosexuality of patients. The director had
an impression that Flossie's thoughts were Jumping ahead
of her verbalization, so that there was a kind of
Incoherency in her remarks. Flossie was given repeated
assurance that her behavior was not being observed more
than necessary for her own protection and happy adjustment,
and that her return to camp was not an endurance test, but
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an opportunity for her to have fun.
When depressed and upset, Flossie claimed responsibility
for committment of a patient to an institution because of
misinformation she had given when acting as interpreter.
The counselor helped her to see that this was without
foundation.
Flossie had a strong attachment to one of the counselors
of which there seemed a homosexual component. She
frequently took articles of clothing and Jewelry from this
counselor and refused to return them. Together, the
counselor decided that it might help to discourage Flossie
in this habit, if the counselor to whom she was attached
gave her some little present to keep.
This is the case of a seriously disturbed girl, who
because of deep seated anxieties and fears, found it hard to
adjust at camp. By Joint cooperation of counselor, camp
director, and referral source, Flossie was given help on a
supportive basis.
Much of Flossie's behavior had its counterpart in
similar behavior at home. Flossie's guilt over her father's
death, continuous worry, and shifts in moods were revealed in
the family history. At camp, guilt was expressed over her
committment of a mental patient, and there was worry that she
might have to leave camp again, and be hospitalized for
observation. Whenever these fears were expressed, every
attempt was made to point out the unreality in her thinking.
The counselor noticed that Flossie's depression usually
correlated her withdrawal from the group, because of inability
to gain attention. Consequently, much depression was averted
by staging situations in which Flossie was recognized by
the group.
Since Flossie insisted that she wanted to complete her
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stay in camp, her attempts to run away were viewed as a need
to escape. When she meekly, hut voluntarily, returned to
camp, the counselor said it was understeindable how people
often felt that they had reached a point of endurance, hut
that difficulties were never solved hy running away from them.
She encouraged Flossie to talk about her need to escape, hut
Flossie was never able to give more than a flimsy excuse.
For instance, she said she ran away on one occasion because
she didn't want to serenade with the rest of the group. The
counselor explained this reason away, saying no one was
forced to participate in the activity.
The repeated discussion of homosexuality and mental disease,
although general, indicated this girl's deep concern in these
areas. Here, as in all areas, Flossie was given the opportunity
for emotional release and verbalization. When unusually upset,
Flossie sought out the camp director, probably because of
previous experience with the director. This was not discouraged
as it was felt that Flossie found it difficult to relate to a
new person. She admitted liking her counselor, however, and
help was offered mainly through acceptance. Interest, and
adherence to reality situations. On the occasion of one
traumatic experience, the social worker, who referred Flossie
for camp, was on hand.
It was agreed that Flossie required more intense treatment
than camp was equipped to offer, and that she should not have
been allowed to return. However, it was felt that Flossie's
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ability to remain at camp for a month, was beneficial In
reassuring her that one break did not necessitate another one*
Case of Ethel H,
Ethel was a plain-looking girl with blemished skin,
stringy hair, and shifting eyes which seemed to take in
all that was going on. Her smile was fleeting, and her
laugh loud and raucous,
Ethel liked camp from the beginning, and became one
of the leaders of her unit. She seemed full of energy and
often became angry with the girls who did not want to
participate, or who held up the group with their slowness,
Ethel was what might be called a "troublemaker,” quick
to pick up and reflect any spirit of rebellion or
frustration among the girls and act on it. She was eager
to spread rumors or coach in a fight. The counselor
noticed that Ethel was a great aide in gaining group
enthusiasm, and that she responded well to praise and
attention. As long as she was given this attention, her
energies were directed into acceptable forms of behavior,
but the slightest frustration would turn Ethel's leader¬
ship ability Into negative areas, where she seemed to
Inspire defiance In the other girls. The counselor felt
that Ethel possessed an over-abundance of vitality, and
consciously suggested such activities as dramatics,
hiking and active sports as means for releasing some of
this energy. She recognized with Ethel that adolescents
were sources of energy, and asked if there were activities
which were particularly pleasing to the girl, Ethel
became enthusiastic about dramatics and took leading
roles in unit skits. When engrossed In such activities,
she seemed less likely to cause difficulty in the unit,
Ethel took suggestions or corrections more easily
from the girls than from the counselor, as she valued
their approval hl^ly. Bearing in mind how important
acceptance by one's peers Is to adolescents, and Ethel's
past history of resentment against adults, the counselor
allowed the group, in so far as possible, to censure
Ethel's behavior. She gave recognition to Ethel's
Acceptable behavior and was particularly careful not to
fall Into the punishing, authoritative role.
The counselor felt that much of Ethel's behavior was
an attempt to cover-up for her feelings of Inferiority
and disappointment in her physical appearance. When
Ethel was able to express concern about her looks, the
counselor generalized about the fact that many girls
were ashamed of pimples and stringy hair, that these
adolescent characteristics would eventually disappear.
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but In the mesmtlme it might help to attend the Camp Charnn
School* Here Ethel was given a becoming hair style and
hints on grooming which helped to improve her appearance.
The counselor commented on these Improvements and
Ethel admitted that she had enjoyed the many compliments
she had received. The favorable attention derived from
her Improved appearance minimized the necessity for
gaining attention in other ways. Some changes in the
direction of positive behavior were noted.
Ethel seemed very unhappy about going home, and wept
almost the entire last evening at camp.
Exemplified here is a girl who was helped by the counselor
to redirect her energy and leadership abilities into
constructive channels. The success in treatment was largely
tied up with the counselor's ability to diagnoses the
underlying causes for aggression and to assist in creating
non-destructive outlets.
Ethel's habit of spreading rumors, coaching fights and
inspiring rebellion, wore first viewed as attempts to disrupt
camp. Careful observation later revealed the girl's great
need for acceptance by the group. She derived a large amount
of satisfaction when the group encouraged her in such behavior.
Although a group leader, she would do only those things which
met with group approval. The counselor felt that much of this
need for group recognition and approval stemmed from an
attempt to disguise underlying feelings of uncertainty and
Inadequacy. Since Ethel's physical appearance was so
obviously unattractive, the counselor wondered if this was the
"sore spot,"
Ethel gave indication that she was concerned about her
appearance, because she felt less attractive than the rest of
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the girls. This was a major step for a girl who had heretofore
pretended security in all areas. Self-consciousness and
inadequate feelings were minimized by the counselor's
comfortable acceptance rather than denial of the girl's
appearance, and by concrete suggestion that Ethel attend
Charm School. Other suggestions were made of activities in
which Ethel could use her energy and Influence in socially
accepted channels.
Much of Ethel's resentment of adult interference was
seen as a normal adolescent reaction. However, with an
awareness of Ethel's history of resentment for authority,
the counselor avoided this role. In most instances, the
group acted as sufficient control of Ethel's behavior, due to
her high regard for group approval and support.
A great deal of Improvement v/as seen in Ethel's pattern
of behavior, as a result of the counselor's sympathetic
understanding, group acceptance, and group control.
Case of Rose I,
Rose was a well-developed, attractive girl who looked
older than her fourteen years. She was usually neatly
dressed and spent much time combing and styling her hair.
There was a restlessness in Rose, and it seemed as
though the freedom of the camp was an unusual experience.
She talked of being tired of having to live in institutions,
and when her counselor explained that this was no
institution and wondered what she disliked about them.
Rose replied that she didn't like being locked up. From
the beginning. Rose verbalized freely about her past
experiences in institutions, courts, euid foster homes, but
these verbalizations were scattered, repetitious, dramatic
and without insight. The counselor was available for this
emotional unburdening, but each time attempted to steer
Rose back to the reality of her present situation. She
did this by recognizing how painful such experiences must
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have been, but pointed out the differences in the camp
setting, wondering if Rose couldn't find some enjoyment
here.
Characteristic of Rose were rapid and unprovoked
mood shifts. The cycle was fairly regular and at these
times she couldn't bear the thought of remaining in
camp# During periods of dejection the counselor complied
with Rose's request to be left alone, but assured her
that she would be nearby in case Rose needed her.
Other campers saw Rose as a "privileged character,"
due to the several times she left camp bounds, got by
without doing camp chores, and often came to bed late.
On several of these occasions. Rose had sought out the
company of the director to ask about going home. Rose
got along fairly well with the other girls, though with
one seriously disturbed girl, Flossie, she was at one
time enemy, then pal. She was especially popular among
the campers when she danced, being an accomplished
dancer, and when she sang, having a lovely, adult voice,
Oftlmes the counselor enlisted her aid in these
activities, and Rose was able to forget about her desire
to withdraw from the group.
Rose was alternately friendly and hostile toward her
counselor. She told her caseworker from the city that
her counselor was "sly" and her "false smile" showed
that she "didn't really want to be friendly," On other
occasions she said that the counselor's voice and manner
of speaking reminded her of her mother. Aware of Rose's
extreme hostility toward her mother, as revealed by the
referral report and Rose's free admission, the counselor
found it very difficult to gain Rose's confidence. Two
of the other counselors seemed better able to work with
Rose, but since the girl exhibited such shifts in
preference, it seemed unwise to change her to another
unit.
Rose was concerned over "messiness" of others in
relation to food and auspicious regarding the possibility
of others tampering with her food. The counselor offered
her assurance that there was nothing in her milk by
showing that it came directly to the camp in regular
dairy bottles# After a tour of the kitchen. Rose found it
easier to eat the meals. All such suspicions, and there
were many, were handled in this direct manner.
On four different occasions. Rose ran away from camp.
The social case worker who referred her for camp visited
twice in order to give assurance that arrangements were
being made for placement of Rose after camp. Counselor,
camp director and referral case worker finally decided
that it would be best to remove Rose from camp.
This is the case of a girl who was found to be disturbed
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to the degree where adjustment to the camp setting was
Impossible. Numerous unpleasant experiences with Institutions
and foster homes and rejection by the mother were diagnosed as
major causes for her disturbance.
Rose talked freely about unpleasant past experiences,
including the hostility she had for her mother, but the value
of this release therapy was questioned, since much of her
conversation was confused, repetitious and exaggerated.
During these sessions, the counselor felt It necessary to
bring Rose back to present circumstances, and distinguish
past from the reality of present situations. Much of this
unhappy verbalizing was viewed as an attempt to gain sympathy.
This the counselor gave freely, as It was felt that this
girl had been seriously deprived of love, understanding and
acceptance. The counselor tried to Interest Rose in group
activities, particularly singing and dancing. This was done
because these activities brought Rose a great deal of praise
and attention, and because group status was considered a
means of minimizing Rose's chances for reflection of
personal problems, and self-pity.
This girl's suspicion of food, the counselor and
campers, and their motives, showed the deep rooted distrust
she had, probably because of past deceptions and
disappointments. Suspicions and fears were handled by
helping Rose to face, examine and invalidate them.
Family history revealed that running away was
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characteristic of Rose, The counselor felt that Rose ran
away from camp partially because this was the only means she
had worked out for escaping from unhappy situations, and also
because she needed a way of expressing her hostility for being
sent there. Camp had been suggested for Rose as a pre-place¬
ment experience, as there was no place else for her. The
girl seemed unable to believe that foster-home placement was
prepared for her at the end of her stay in camp. This
uncertainty about the future, and feelings of rejection,
limited the amount of help camp could offer. The counselor's
ability to help was further limited by Rose's unfavorable
identification of counselor with her mother. It finally
became necessary to discontinue Rose's stay in camp. The
staff felt that Rose required more time. Individualized
attention, and skill than a camp facility could offer. The
referral case worker accompanied Rose back to New York City
for Immediate psychiatric help.
Case of Sue J,
Sue was of untidy appearance, restless, and
characterized by frequent shifts in moods. When she was
in a gay mood, she enjoyed the company of both campers
and counselors, but when she was depressed, she assumed
a belligerent attitude and withdrew from the group.
These shifts in mood were usually caused by Sue's
failure to have things as she wished.
Upon arrival at camp. Sue was placed with a group in
which she caused considerable difficulty because of
extreme aggression. She was changed to a unit with older
girls, where she continued for a long time this same
pattern of behavior. Sue bullied the rest of the girls,
and used subtle ways of persuasion to gain her ends. She
was hl^ly Impulsive, showed little guilt over
transgressions, and lacked the capacity to defer future
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satisfactions for the sake of group harmony.
Although Sue had more influence than any other girl
in the unit, and emerged as the group leader, it became
obvious to the counselor that she maintained status
largely as a result of the fear she instilled in the
rest of the girls. The counselor recognized narcissism
as a paramount factor in adolescence, but felt that Sue
was selfish to an unhealthy degree, damaging herself
as well as the group. Aggressiveness in Sue was seen
as compensation for feelings of insecurity, and was
handled directly by discussion with the girl. The
counselor was able to establish a fine relationship
vflth Sue, as the first step in treatment. Sue became
very fond of her counselor and showed this by the many
little surprises she planned for her. The counselor
pointed out the many areas in which Sue excelled, but
attempted to interpret the need of others for a chance
to express themselves also. She stimulated guilt
in Sue for the way she bullied the girls. After
these little talks, the counselor found it necessary
to show added acceptance and affection for Sue, Sue
enjoyed writing and performing in skits, and usually
took the role of the “good” conforming child. In one
of their friendly talks, the counselor asked Sue if
she sometimes wanted to be the “good" girl, but felt
that she would lose attention and status if she did.
Sue confided that she was “mean" but didn't know why,
and really did not like being that way. She could not
explain what she meant by the tenn “mean," but the
counselor discovered that Sue had been called this at
home. The counselor generalized saying most of us were
unpleasant at times, but she certainly did not feel
that Sue deserved being called "mean,” as there were
many pleasant things about her.
Sue gave other indications of the need for acceptance
and affection by her frequent complaints of Illness
and her gluttonous tendencies. No organic basis was
found for her complaints, but all of her ills were given
immediate recognition by the nurse.
Camp seemed an enjoyable experience for Sue, because
she asked to return the following summer. It vras felt
that a great deal of movement was shown in Sue’s case.
In this instance, a girl largely maintained her position
of leadership in the group by assuming the role of “bully."
In view of the many other qualities she possessed, which
demanded group status, this behavior seemed puzzling.
Some of Sue's aggression diminished after she was
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changed to a unit with older girls, probably because she found
it less easy to control them. However, a great deal of it
remained.
The counselor’s activity was directed toward establishing
a trusting, affectionate relationship with the girl. Sue
became very fond of her counselor, a factor which contributed
greatly to the success of treatment,
A review of family history revealed feelings of rivalry
and competition which Sue had towards others in the home. The
counselor noticed that in dramatics Sue gave the clue that
she would like to be a kind, unselfish type of person.
Furthermore, in confidential talks with the counselor. Sue
expressed concern over the role she felt compelled to assume
in real life. When Sue said that she was considered to be
"mean" at home but did not know why she was "mean," the
counselor helped her to gain insight into the reasons for
her aggressive behavior. The counselor tried to destroy
this idea of her "meanness" by placing emphasis upon Sue's
worth and virtues. On a few occasions when this method
seemed ineffective, and when Sue seemed unusually inconsiderate
of the rest of the group, the counselor felt secure enough in
her relationship with Sue to mildly stimulate guilt feelings
over her behavior.
This tendency to dominate was lessened as a result of
manipulation of environment and added development of the
superego. Relationship was used to help Sue realize that
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In the camp setting, as in other settings, several sets
of factors Interplay In treatment, notably, the function of
the facility, the qualifications of the worker, and the
factors Inherent In the client’s situation.
Ward Manor Camp for Girls, In June until August of
1948, functioned as a part of the total service which
Community Service Society offered to Its clients In New York
City, Children were referred for camp by nurses and case¬
workers of the agency for numerous reasons, but for the
overall purpose of obtaining a positive opportunity for
Individual growth. In proportion to the extent to which each
child might use the facility.
The camp counselors were referred to as social case
workers. In this thesis, because their role went beyond that
of the stereotype camp counselor. They operated In a
therapeutic environment, under the close supervision of
professional social workers, and effected adjustment based
upon relationship, Basic case work processes were used to
gain a sensitive awareness of the campers' ways of responding
to their problems, and their feelings about these problems.
The possibility of being able to help the campers depended
upon the relationship between the counselor and campers,
which had In It qualities of mutual confidence, freedom, and
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respect for the dignity of each camper.
On the other hand, however, the facts revealed the
importance of group dynamics as a direct therapeutic agent,
with and beyond individual therapy between counselor and
camper. This was to be expected as camp life is
traditionally considered a group work setting. The group
work processes are designed to effect adjustment of individuals
through the "interplay of personalities in group situations,
and by the creation of such group situations as would provide
for the Integrated, cooperative group action for common ends."^
In nearly every case studied, improved personal adjustment
resulted when there was increased group status, and likewise,
Improved status in the group appeared upon the development
and use of personal attributes.
For the most part, some degree of adjustment was brought
about through the Integration of both case work and group
work processes, and where it became necessary to remove a
child from camp. Intensive, individual therapy seemed
necessary.
The close relationship between diagnosis and treatment
methods was shown in these cases. Diagnosis came as the
result of directly observing the child's behavior, as well as
reading family history material. In nearly every case, the
^Grace L. Coyle, "Social Group Work," Social Work Year
Book, 1937, p. 461.
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treatment aim was set by the counselor's conception of what
hindered the child from making a happy adjustment to camp.
The method of treatment used was formulated on the basis of
this conception, bearing in mind the psychology of the
adolescent girl.
Etiological factors influencing the poor adjustment or
personality development of the ten girls studied Included
namely, disrupted homes, economic Instability, cultural
conflicts, sibling rivalry, parental rejection and unsolved
Oedipus problems. These problems were believed to be
inherent In any group of poorly adjusted children.
In establishing relationship, each counselor used her
own personality assets for effecting friendly relationships,
and the establishing and maintaining of relationship was
handicapped or helped by the ability to use her personality
effectively. The counselors made an effort to perform
professionally, with development of self-awareness.
The greater part of therapy took place In the real life
situations of eating, swimming, hiking, or relating to one's
fellows, rather than in isolated personal interviews. The
multiple techniques used by the counselors Included, to
mention only a few, manipulative techniques of consciously
staging recognition-giving situations, using group pressure
or the group conference; encouraging aggression and non¬
conformity; examining and Invalidating suspicions and fears;
stimulating guilt feelings; using authority; and generalizing
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and verbalizing a camper’s feelings. Different kinds of
techniques and skills in treatment existed simultaneously with
each other and gained value from each other. Treatment was
implemented by the Joint cooperation between counselors,
administrators sind referral sources.
The qualitative equipment of the counselor and her
diagnostic and therapeutic skills were responsible, to a great
extent, for the improved adjustment at camp of these ten
girls. It was hoped that this summer experience would have
carry-over value into all life situations.
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